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V.   PROMOTION OF IWT IN THE MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT WORLD 

A country’s ability to transport is equivalent to its ability to prosper: most national 

development plans recognize the strategic role of transport in providing the inter-sectoral 

linkages of the economy. 

In many countries, IWT has been one of the big reasons for their prosperity. It is 

striking that even where IWT enjoys favourable conditions, investments are markedly lower 

than its market share. 

This is mainly due to the perception of policy makers, planners and developers of this 

mode of transport as slow, old-fashioned and outdated. Thus, promotion of IWT in the 

context of intermodal competition and multimodal cooperation may start by showing  

“problems-that-are-not”, enabling a complete rethinking about this, in fact, very lively mode 

of transport, and laying the ground for adequate communication with the public. 

A.  IWT is not slow and delivers cargo “just-in-time” 

Multimodal transport requires delivery on scheduled time.  International goods orders 

are sometimes placed months in advance, and a break in the supply chain could be disastrous. 

Thus it is essential that every mode “delivers” at its own pace on time.  IWT is able to do that 

with the advantage that it meets no congestion.  Its combination of speed and reliability is at 

par with other inland modes. 

This is especially true for Asia, where the average speed of a railway freight wagon is 

often lower than the service speed of a number of mechanized vessels. Further, in actual 

service, railways in some parts of Asia have a very bad record, and total delivery time of a 

well-managed water transport can be far shorter than the present railway performance.  

The other competitor, road, proudly advertises “Karachi-Lahore in four days” which, 

should the Indus and its tributaries be navigable, would not be out of reach of a modern 

vessel running 24 hours a day. On the Yangtze in China, fast inland container services 

achieve a comparable feat on a 2,400 km stretch, and normal international containers travel 

400 km/day on the same route. 

In Europe also, where borders are many, IWT performs well in comparison to both 

rail and road. On the Danube, a Ro-Ro vessel carries trailers across six countries at a faster 

pace than a prime mover. On the Rhine, container traffic rises on average at a double-digit 
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figure per year, guaranteeing delivery times very close to what the other modes can ensure: in 

Europe, the average speed of international freight trains is only 18 km/hour from station to 

station. 

A stronger presence of IWT will bring benefits to the industry, which will get a better 

service; consumers, who may get a cheaper product; railways, which will eventually achieve 

much needed improvements under the pressure of IWT competition; and road, which is likely 

to see an increase in traffic linked to IWT intermodalism. 

A strong advantage of IWT is that is congestion-free. Multimodal supply chains 

require delivery on scheduled time according to the just-in-time (JIT) concept, rather than 

rapid delivery. Many supply chains incorporate a sea voyage in their organization. Then, 

global delivery time ranges in weeks rather than days, and adding one day more using IWT 

on the inland transport side would not have a negative impact. Also, thanks to its reliability, it 

provides the consignee with a guaranteed estimated time of arrival (ETA), while road 

transport may miss its ETA due to traffic congestion either on roads or at terminal gates, or 

due to time restrictions on the use of trucks. 

B.  IWT is location-specific but linked to seaports and banks 

Especially in developing countries with great rivers and underdeveloped transport 

networks, the other modes of transport are obliged to bridge the rivers at great cost, while 

IWT can reach both banks of a river with the same ease. 

In addition, since water transport has often been the only means of transport for 

centuries, many big cities are located on the banks of rivers or estuaries. 

There are places where this feature is still put to full use: in China, the Yangtze is 

still the main artery of trade in and out of the nine provinces and two municipalities. The fate 

of Shanghai, Kolkata, Bangkok, New Orleans or Rotterdam would have been very different 

had they not been endowed with a riverine hinterland. Even the birth and development of 

Paris was much linked to river transport. 

There are therefore great market opportunities due to the fact that rivers or canals run 

past or through big cities. Building materials can reach the centre of town without choking 

the surrounding streets, and city waste can be processed outside of the cities, with only a 

short move on water, either in bulk (like London or Geneva) or in containers (like The 
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Hague or Lille).  In the same manner, IWT can easily link complementary industries that 

have settled on riverbanks without congesting the few crossings on which enough traffic is 

already squeezing. 

In the case of new canal developments, there are techniques to locate a water route 

where it would not have been thought possible, resulting in a clear opportunity to reach 

traffic sources in the hills or on plateaux.  In comparison to ropeways and belt conveyors for 

distances above 15 km, IWT can be even cheaper with the advantage of not being limited to 

carrying only one type of commodity: if one type of traffic disappears, another may surge; or 

additional traffic could materialize and complement that which was originally envisioned. 

IWT thus enjoys more flexibility than is usually thought. Intermodalism, mainly 

through exchanges with road transport, definitely broadens its hinterland. 

C.  IWT is not doomed where it does not carry bulk cargoes  
or operate over large distances 

As regards the IWT length of haul, in Europe the average lead is around 150 km; thus, 

long distance is not a must. On the contrary, many lucrative offers are for short-distance 

shuttling, when congestion of roads and railways, or topographical considerations, makes it a 

sensible alternative. In Goa in India and in the Netherlands, for instance, many container 

routes are no more than 50 km long, and IWT is also a very good alternative to transport in 

deltaic areas, where roads are difficult to build and maintain. Rural transport or country boat 

transport is also bound to short distances, and may amount to a fairly high tonnage. In 

Bangladesh, country boat traffic provides good service in most areas, while it does not appear 

in the statistics.  It may amount to 15 million tonnes, three times the amount of middle- 

distance mechanized traffic. 

As regards transportation of goods, it is usually believed that bulk transport is the only 

type, which can support a strong IWT. Ro-Ro and container transports, however, are 

spreading rapidly, and they carry manufactured goods in these ITUs. Besides, there are cases 

where IWT bulk transport is not competitive on medium and long distances due to drastically 

low railways rates2727for bulk, but where it has a good niche is in the traffic of finished goods, 

break bulk cargoes, packaged goods, etc. for which railway rates are high, and this is where 

IWT can compete with both the railways and roads on quality of service and on cost. 

                                             
 

27  Where rates are based on commodity nature. 
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Of course, a strong flow of bulk trade on a waterway network is not detrimental to 

IWT, but there may be other ways to run a profitable trade. In Asia, it may sometimes be 

difficult for IWT to obtain much bulk traffic on a purely "tariff" approach, while it may win 

in quality of service: a reduction of pilferage and losses, by 2 per cent as documented in a 

number of cases, will go a long way to put IWT on a competitive footing with other modes. 

Multimodal transport, which better protects goods, including manufactured goods, in its 

ITUs, may be a solution, and on this type of traffic IWT has a strong role to play. Container 

transport is very well suited to shallow rivers with its high volume/weight ratio and a full 

complement of containers could transit towards land-locked countries on ultra-shallow barges 

not deeper than country boats. 

D.  IWT is not an outdated technique, nor is it receding 

Historical curves for containers in Europe show that growth has been very consistent, 

without having been affected by various recessions in the developed economies. Continuation 

of an overall steady growth in the world is more than likely,28 while forecasts show an 

explosive growth in the multimodal field. 

The type of goods carried and the logistics chains smoothly organized are more 

diverse every day, especially those using containers, even on short distances. The Netherlands 

is a case in point, with nearly half a million TEUs carrying butter, beer, milk, etc., that never 

touch a seaport. 

In the first decades of the twentieth century, competition from road and rail virtually 

destroyed the water transport industry in the United States. In 1924, the federal Government 

established the Inland Waterways Corporation to revitalize commercial transportation on 

inland waterways and present a viable alternative to the railways.  It had a pioneering role, 

since at that time there was no common carrier left on the rivers, and only a handful of private 

bulk carriers. It experimented considerably with tugs, pushers and barges, methods of 

propulsion and fuels, and it also maintained unprofitable routes as a service to the public. 

Later, expenses of this nature were shown separately in its accounts to demonstrate the 

profitability of operating commercial routes. It also built or operated terminals. 

When its tasks were considered fulfilled, the Corporation was sold to private parties 

and became the Federal Barge Lines in 1953. During the lifespan of the corporation, IWT 

                                             
28   From 1984 to 2000, IWT in the United States grew from 568 to 656 million tonnes, and from 356 to 444  
billion tonnes-km. 
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traffic had grown from less than 50 million tonnes in 1924 to 297 million tonnes in 1953. 

Traffic stood at about 656 million tonnes in 2000, the highest figure ever recorded. 

E.  IWT should not be considered in isolation: it is also one of the facets  
of water resources, and often part of the industrial or commercial fabric as well 

The link to water resources is well known, but seldom incorporated in comprehensive 

analysis. However, the development of the Tennessee, the Rhone, the upper Rhine and the 

Volga are proof that excellent results can be achieved at low cost for the countries involved, 

by the simultaneous development of a river for power, flood control, navigation, irrigation, 

industrial/urban uses, beautification and recreation. 

Such multipurpose developments are also catching up in developing countries, such as 

the Damodar in India and gigantic works like Itaipu at the Brazilian-Paraguayan border, the 

Rio São Francisco in Brazil, Gezhouba and the Three Gorges in China.  

With increased energy costs, small watercourses with low head turbines are becoming 

quite profitable and a number of projects are planned, particularly in China on the tributaries 

of the Yangtze.29  Container lines are part of these developments. 

There are also other concealed functions of IWT, which are seldom brought to the 

fore: barges are, sometimes unwillingly, used for storage purposes, and armadas of loaded 

vessels are waiting for ships to call at Bangkok, Chalna or Kolkata. In contrast, French 

Renault cars built at the original factory rolled directly out of the lines onto barges acting as 

buffer stock-cum-mode of transport, since the factory was in the heart of a city and could not 

use its scarce area for storage; daily, the production was moved to a suburban location for 

dispatch or parking.30 

These other functions linked to IWT could help its development by lowering the 

capital or operating costs of this mode of transport. Navigation on irrigation canals is a clear 

example and is probably one of the most promising opportunities for IWT development in 

some countries of the region. 

                                             
29  The latest World Bank loan for Chinese IWT concentrates on such works on the Xiangjiang River, seen as a 
way to ease the landlocked position of Hunan Province. 
30  This feature does not exist anymore. Faced with city growth and globalization, Renault had to move its 
factory from Billancourt to other riverine locations. 
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F.  IWT is intermodal and multimodal in essence 

The combination of modes originated to help passenger movement overland, and the 

ferrying function remains even today and extends to road and sometimes rail transport. 

Once people ventured farther from their birthplaces, they started to trade and often did 

half of the trip on rivers, but this nascent IWT had to be supplemented by other modes on the 

route. IWT was really created with the use of sails to go upstream and downstream, but the 

complementarity with other modes was never challenged.  In the sixteenth century in Europe, 

horse-drawn coaches were carried over hundreds of kilometres on flattop barges to avoid the 

rough and insufficient road network, a fully multimodal combination. 

Intermodalism emerged with the development of railways, when the latter needed to 

bridge gaps in their network. This was the case during the nineteenth century in Pakistan, 

where the Indus flotilla carried the goods over a long distance to link the two isolated railway 

networks. Once the overland connection was established, the flotilla was disbanded.  

During that period, by locating most of their stations away from the waterway front, 

the victorious railways disrupted the usual interface. A form of "one-modalism" was 

established, where railways were buying canals and IWT companies to let serve only the trade 

that they themselves could not profitably carry.  At that time road transport was not a serious 

competitor over long distances. 

When trucks started to prosper, intermodalism regained popularity and a number of 

railway lines were closed and replaced by road services. At the same time a buoyant IWT 

truly practiced intermodalism, at least at one end, but interfacing with either sea or road 

transport, while most inland ports also had rail connections. 

Today, this intermodal network enables IWT to play its part in the multimodal system 

and to use containers and Ro-Ro techniques.  Being location specific, a majority of its traffic 

needs to use another mode.  

By this intermodalism, IWT brings more traffic to other modes of transport rather than 

competing with them. Also, with proper planning of terminals and adequate siting of new 

industries, its role in the intermodal competition in Asia can be tremendous. 
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G.  IWT is not doomed if its vessels are not huge; there is also a market  
for medium-size consignments 

It is true that in accordance with the law of escalating returns, bigger vessels have a 

cheaper unit price. What if, however, there is no market for such vessels?  

It is also true that the existing small vessels are contrary to the general tendency of 

concentration, and with the ensuing increase in size of the consignments of bulks they are at 

risk of being chased out of the market. This concentration move exists throughout the 

industrial chain: a company which needed one 20-tonne truck per day twenty years ago may 

need five today. This means a 300-tonne barge satisfies three days of its needs, with free 

storage during its voyage, and fits very well in a supply chain, provided the plant is not too far 

away from the waterway. 

There is thus a growing trade in highly specialized bulks, usually half-products or 

semi-transformed bulks, shuttling between big seaboard plants to the factories where the final 

transformation takes place. This is done in medium quantities, and is ideally suited to the 

medium-size fleet, which has found a very dynamic niche market. This can be true in every 

country of the world, should this opportunity be known, and should IWT be adequately 

marketed. 

In summary, what IWT needs above all is communication. It needs: 

• Visibility in the eyes of the political decision makers, so that they do not forget 

IWT in their votes or in their programmes. 

• Visibility in the eyes of the general public, which still has an image of this mode 

as being slow and outdated.   

• Good marketing of the industry, whose goods already travel by water in 

containers, be it unknowingly. The number of “niche” markets is astounding: 

butter, beer, soft drinks, etc.  The fact that the Netherlands carries 43 per cent of 

its goods on water, even on small canals, is not entirely due to geography. It has 

to do also with profit. 

When it becomes known that even a small consignment of only 10 tonnes of goods, or 

even 3 tonnes of garments on hangers, can be profitably carried by IWT, understanding of this 

mode will change. 


